AWARDS  Sept. 29, 2002

GRAND AWARD
McCary Ballard,  *Georgia Confederates*  (Frames 21-30)

RESERVE GRAND AWARD

GOLD AWARDS
McCary Ballard,  *Georgia Confederates*  (Frames 21-30)
Frank J. Acevedo,  *Puerto Rico Postal History—1800 to 1909*  (Frames 101-109)
Harlan F. Stone,  *Switzerland’s 1924 UPU Commerative*  (Frame 149)
Raymond H. Murphy,  *Antebellum Handstamped Postmarks of Columbus GA*  (Frame 151)

VERMEIL AWARDS
Robert T. Kinsley,  *Swiss Internment Mail—World War II*  (Frames 11-18)
Louis Repata,  *Nicaragua: 1913 to 1914 The Gold Currency Surcharges*  (Frames 38-40)
Alfred F. Kugel,  *The Expansion of Bulgaria 1877-1944*  (Frames 41-50)
Richard Harrison,  *Overview of Postal Censorship in British India, 1939-1946*  (Frames 51-57)
Alvaro Pacheco,  *Chile 1900 Surcharge 5*  (Frame 58)
Alvaro Pacheco,  *Chile 1904 Telegraph Stamps Surcharged “Correos I Centavo”*  (Fr. 60)
Ray E. Cartier,  *Primary Recovery Ship Cover Study*  (Frames 71-75)
William F. Bennett,  *Burma during Japanese Occupation*  (Frames 81-90)
Julius Spencer,  *U.S. 1948 Stone Stamp*  (Frames 91-96)
Alberta D. Curtis,  *Ming Shu: The Reckoning of Fate!*  (Frames 134-138)
David Hill,  *The Iceland Flight of the Graf Zeppelin*  (Frame 152)
Raymond H. Murphy,  *The Overprints of Jamaica*  (Frame 150)

SILVER AWARDS
Don LaBerteaux,  *Flights of FAM-22*  (Frames 19-20)
Jack H. Green,  *The Second Generation*  (Frame 80)
William J. Waggoner,  *R15 Stamped Documents; A Fiscal History Case Study*  (Fr.38-40)
Raymond H. Murphy,  *Antebellum Handstamped Postmarks of Columbus GA*  (Frame 151)
David L. Hill,  *China Clippers 1935-1941*  (Frames 97-100)
Dennis Dillman,  *From Muroc to the Millennium-A Study of Edwards AFB*  (Frame 140)
Ronald Klimley,  *Advertising FDC’s of the 1964-5 New York World’s Fair*  (Frames 153-54)
Kevin Hurysz,  *Identification of Plate Varieties, EFO on US Stamps*  (Frames 115-120)
Shawn Sweeney,  *The 1954 Liberty Series*  (Frames 121-128)
D.D. Pete Gray,  *Canadian Armed Forces Air Letters*  (Frames 129-130)
Robert F. Yacano,  *Revolt in the Philippines*  (Frames 76-79)
Jack H. Green,  *The Second Generation*  (Frame 80)

SILVER-BRONZE AWARDS
Chris Trainor,  *Chile—The First Imperforates*  (Frame 59)
( continued on reverse )
AWARDS Sept. 29, 2002

NOVICE AWARD
Kevin Hurysz, Identification of Plate Varieties, EFO on US Stamps (Frames 115-120)

APS RESEARCH AWARD
Alfred F. Kugel, The Expansion of Bulgaria 1877-1944 (Frames 41-50)

APS RESEARCH AWARD
Alfred F. Kugel, The Expansion of Bulgaria 1877-1944 (Frames 41-50)

APS Pre-1900 AWARD
Argentina: Colombians

APS 1900-1940 AWARD
Harlan F. Stone, Switzerland’s 1924 UPU Commeratives (Frame 149)

APS 1940-1980
William F. Bennett, Burma during Japanese Occupation (Frames 81-90)

APS POST-1980
Charles J. O’Brien, Joint Issues with the United States 1959-1994 (Frames 61-70)

AAPE CREATIVITY AWARD
Alberta D. Curtis, Ming Shu: The Reckoning of Fate! (Frames 134-138)

AAPE MERIT AWARD
Alberta D. Curtis, Ming Shu: The Reckoning of Fate! (Frames 134-138)

Raymond H. Murphy, The Overprints of Jamaica (Frame 150)

AMERICAN AIRMAIL SOCIETY AWARD
David L. Hill, China Clippers 1935-1941 (Frames 97-100)

AMERICAN REVENUE SOCIETY AWARD
William H. Waggoner, G.B. Embossed Revenue Stamps—General Duty Issues (Fr. 110-114)

AMERICAN PHILATELIC CONGRESS AWARD
Argentina: Colombians

BEST GEORGIA POSTAL HISTORY (by Greater Augusta Stamp Club)
McCary Ballard, Georgia Confederates (Frames 21-30)

CLARK FEDERATION REWARD
Raymond H. Murphy, Antebellum Handstamped Postmarks of Columbus GA (Frame 151)

GEORGIA POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY AWARD
McCary Ballard, Georgia Confederates (Frames 21-30)

GARRETT AWARD
Robert F. Yacano, Revolt in the Philippines (Frames 76-79)

“JOHN KOVALSKI MEMORIAL AWARD” for BEST PRESENTATION (by Cobb County)
Charles J. O’Brien, Joint Issues with the United States 1959-1994 (Frames 61-70)

SPACE UNIT--GOLD
Ray E. Cartier, Primary Recovery Ship Study (Frames 71-75)

SPACE UNIT--SILVER
Ray E. Cartier, A Study of NASA VIP Cards (Frame 139)

SPACE UNIT--BRONZE
Jack H. Green, The Second Generation (Frame 80)

Thank you for coming….see you at Peach State 2003!